Abstract-Two models that can predict the voltage-dependent scattering from liquid crystal (LC)-based reflectarray cells are presented. The validity of both numerical techniques is demonstrated using measured results in the frequency range 94-110 GHz. The most rigorous approach models, for each voltage, the inhomogeneous and anisotropic permittivity of the LC as a stratified media in the direction of the biasing field. This accounts for the different tilt angles of the LC molecules inside the cell calculated from the solution of the elastic problem. The other model is based on an effective homogeneous permittivity tensor that corresponds to the average tilt angle along the longitudinal direction for each biasing voltage. In this model, convergence problems associated with the longitudinal inhomogeneity are avoided, and the computation efficiency is improved. Both models provide a correspondence between the reflection coefficient (losses and phase-shift) of the LC-based reflectarray cell and the value of biasing voltage, which can be used to design beam scanning reflectarrays. The accuracy and the efficiency of both models are also analyzed and discussed.
applied. The principle of operation of an LC-based reflectarray antenna involves changing the resonant frequencies (and the phase-shift) of the printed conductive patches, which are placed above a grounded LC-substrate, by varying the bias voltage applied to each element in the array [5] , [6] . Thus, to obtain a certain radiation pattern, the LC in each cell that composes the reflectarray antenna must be biased with the corresponding voltage that provides the required phase-shift [6] [7] [8] .
In [8] , the extreme phase states, associated with the voltage values and the saturation voltage ( th, where th is the Freederiks threshold voltage), were accurately modeled considering the anisotropy of the LC-cell. The phase response versus frequency for these two states was used to design reflectarray cells, which exhibited improved performance. For both unbiased and saturated voltages, the orientation of the LC molecules does not vary along , which is the direction of the biasing field; however, this is not the case for the intermediate states. Although a homogeneous and isotropic effective permittivity was also defined in [8] for describing the LC layer at the intermediate biasing states, the reflection coefficient (and the effective permittivity) has only been related at present with the bias voltage at the extremes states, because of the difficulties in modeling the anisotropy and inhomogeneity in the direction of the biasing field for the intermediate states in resonant reflectarray cells. Since the design of a reflectarray antenna requires defining all the biasing voltages to provide the required phase-shift in each element, it can only be accomplished after measuring the curves, Phase-Voltage (Ph-V).
Since the reflection coefficient of the cells generally depends on the angle of incidence, the cell dimensions, and frequency [8] , the voltage dependence (not linear) must be measured at several angles and frequencies for a given antenna configuration. The large number of measurements required to characterize the LC-reflectarray cells makes the acquisition of data very complicated, costly, and often unaffordable. If the cells are designed to exhibit phase linearity in the operating band and low sensitivity to the angle of incidence (the cells are dimensionally equal along the antenna), the acquisition of measured data is simplified because the Ph-V curves could be measured at only one angle of incidence and at one frequency for each bias voltage [8] . However, even in this case, the procedure is adequate only if some phase errors are acceptable. These errors, which can be up to 60 in the worst case for multiresonant cells, can have a little effect on the radiation patterns for certain antenna configurations. This is the case for beam scanning antennas with a single reflectarray, where the phase error is of the same order as the quantization error in 2-bit phase-shifters. However, other applications require more accurate beamforming, or the use of antenna configurations that are very sensitive to phase variations so that these errors produce significant distortion of the radiation patterns.
Therefore, a numerical tool that allows the voltage dependence of LC-reflectarray cells to be calculated at different angles of incidence and frequencies with good accuracy is necessary in order to obtain the required bias voltages that should be applied to each cell to reconfigure or to scan the beam.
In the work reported in this paper, two procedures to calculate the voltage dependence of liquid-crystal-based reflectarray cells are proposed and validated using experimental data. First, accurate modeling of the intermediate biasing states in LCs that takes into account the anisotropy and inhomogeneity in the direction of the biasing field (longitudinal inhomogeneity) is applied and evaluated for the first time for reflectarray cells. The inhomogeneous permittivity tensor is obtained for each voltage from the solution of the elastic problem related to the biasing of the LC [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Then, a stratified medium, which is derived from the segmentation of the corresponding tensor at each voltage, is used to model the LC and to calculate the reflection coefficient by using an electromagnetic simulator based on spectral-domain method of moments (SD-MoM), which, in turn, allows the extraction of the voltage dependence of the reflectarray cells. The convergence and the number of layers that are required to model each one of the intermediate states are discussed.
Since the stratified model requires segmenting the LC into a large number of thin layers, problems related to the convergence and complexity in the calculus are shown to occur, thus making the process inefficient. To solve these problems, the use of an effective homogeneous permittivity tensor for each voltage is also proposed. The capabilities of these effective tensors to model the intermediate states and therefore to efficiently predict the voltage dependence of the reflectarray cells at an arbitrary angle of incidence and/or frequency is analyzed and experimentally evaluated. This technique provides efficient computation of the biasing voltages required to scan or reconfigure a beam in LC-based reflectarrays.
II. STATIC MODELING OF LIQUID CRYSTALS IN THE NEMATIC PHASE
The tunable permittivity of the LC at macroscopic level is derived from the physical properties of the LC molecules. The nematic phase of LC material is characterized by having a relatively large degree of orientational order. Since the LC is usually formed by rod-like molecules, all molecules have their axes locally oriented in the same average direction so that the LC is locally uniaxial and homogeneous and presents macroscopically two permittivities:
(in the direction of the axes) and (in the directions orthogonal to the axes). On the other hand, the LC is also characterized by having a relatively short degree or positional order, so the molecules are able to rotate under certain external excitations.
If an LC medium at a certain frequency and temperature (guaranteeing the nematic state) is considered, and an arbitrary Cartesian coordinate system is fixed, the relative permittivity tensor can be written by [9] (1)
where is the second-order identity tensor whose components are the elements of the 3 3 identity matrix, is the dielectric anisotropy, and is the second-order tensor given by the tensor product of the vector with itself, . The vector is a unit vector that macroscopically defines the local average direction of the molecules in a small volume as a function of the position (the director) in the chosen coordinate system. Therefore, if an external excitation produces a rotation of the vector , the permittivity will vary.
Usually, the excitation of LC is produced by applying a quasistatic electric field, although a magnetic field could also be used. If LC in the nematic state is confined in a finite volume, , in which a quasi-static electric field is applied, the electrostatic energy is converted into elastic energy so that the material is deformed ( varies). To calculate how the director has varied when all the energy has been transformed (static or equilibrium point), a free energy functional is minimized, as follows: (2) where and are the Frank-Oseen elastic and electrostatic free energy densities: (3) (4) and is the free energy density related to the effect of the anchoring produced at the orienting surface that impose certain boundary condition to the molecules in the surface, S, that encloses the volume [9] . The parameters , , and are the elastic constant associated to bend, twist and splay deformations, is the LC dielectric anisotropy at the quasi-static excitation frequency and is the quasi-static electric field applied.
Numerical methods have been used to solve (2) for LC devices with different geometries and the corresponding boundary conditions [10] , [11] . However, if the LC is confined by two parallel plates separated a distance on which orienting layers are placed (orienting layers impose molecular orientations in the plane), and if the LC is excited by a uniform quasi-static electric field with only the -component, (see Fig. 1 ), the symmetry of the structure makes the molecules rotate in the YZ plane and can be simplified to be , where is the angle between and . Under this consideration, assuming that the anchoring at the orienting layers is strong (the term of can be neglected), the variational problem (2) (Euler-Lagrange) gives a differential equation in which the function to be obtained is [9] : (5) where is the voltage applied, which can be generated by two electrodes . It is assumed in (5) that the RF signal does not influence the director variation. This is a very good approximation because the RF signal at microwave frequencies generally has an intensity that is too small to excite the molecules.
Equation (5) must be solved assuming the boundary conditions imposed by the two orienting layers at the plates ( , ), which usually impose pre-tilt angles different from zero. Numerical methods to solve ordinary differential equations can be used to solve (5). This equation, or even its general form assuming dynamic behavior (Ericksen-Leslie Equations), has been solved in the field of optics generally with the objective of studying the behavior of LC displays, [12] [13] [14] .
Note that (5) assumes that the excitation corresponds with a dc electric field. However, ac excitations can be introduced in the problem by using the concept of root mean square voltage (rms), and at the corresponding ac frequency, provided this frequency is much higher than the inverse of the orientation times of the molecules (rise and fall) [14] . Otherwise, the molecular oscillations respect to the equilibrium tilt angle become appreciable, which produces a ripple in both amplitude and phase (ac modulation) that can increase the bit error rate if it is not correctly removed. To avoid this problem, an appropriate selection of the frequency for the bias signal should be made considering the dynamic response of the cells.
As an example that will be used below, Fig. 2 shows the solution of (5) for the structure in Fig. 1 at different rms voltages (at room temperature and 1 kHz ac-signal), assuming a separation of 75 m, pre-tilt angles of 4 on both surfaces, and LC material type GT3-23001, which is manufactured by Merck for microwave applications. The LC characteristic data given by Merck is shown in the figure caption, and the RF parameters and have been measured by the authors in the band from 140 to 165 GHz [15] . As can be seen, the molecular tilt angle takes the value 4 at the extremes, increasing its value with the separation until it reaches the maximum at the center of the LC layer. This is because the two orienting layers impose the same pre-tilt angle. However, for any combination of , the curves can be normalized to the distance . Also, because of the fact that the pre-tilt angles are different from zero, the molecules will start rotating at voltages below the Frederiks threshold voltage [14] . It also can be appreciated that the LC is anisotropic and inhomogeneous along at nonzero voltages. However, both the tilt angle and the homogeneity of the LC (small variation along coordinate) increase as the voltage increases, so that the LC can be accurately modeled with a homogeneous anisotropic medium at high voltages near saturation.
Once (and therefore ) is calculated at a certain voltage, the corresponding LC relative permittivity distribution at a certain RF frequency , , can be obtained from (1) using the LC parameters and .
III. EXTRACTION OF VOLTAGE DEPENDENCE OF REFLECTARRAY CELLS
A single-layer LC-based reflectarray cell is shown in Fig. 3 . It is composed of a superstrate and a ground plane, forming a cavity that is filled with LC. One or more independent metallized conductors (three parallel unequal length dipoles are shown in Fig. 3 ) are printed on the lower side of the superstrate in order to maximize the bandwidth of the structure [16] . Thin-rubbed polyimide orienting layers are deposited on the two inner surfaces of the cavity to pre-align the molecules at the repose state . The LC in the cell is biased by applying a voltage between the metallizations (interconnected for the LC biasing by a thin bias line) and the ground plane so that the LC excitation is similar to that shown in Fig. 1 , with the exception that the upper electrodes do not cover the entire surface of the cell. This creates transversal inhomogeneity in the LC layer along and , as a consequence that the quasi-static electric field is not purely polarized in the -direction throughout the entire LC volume. Consequently, an inhomogeneous tensor along the three dimensions, , is obtained, which may be rigorously calculated by solving (2) with the corresponding quasi-static field (3D LC modeling [10] , [11] ). However, if the transversal inhomogeneity effect is low, the LC can be modelled in the entire cell as an inhomogeneous anisotropic layer in one dimension, , and the permittivity distribution can be obtained at each voltage ( ) from the elastic problem described in Section II, which reduces drastically the problem of modeling and simulating the cells. The effect of the transversal inhomogeneity is usually small in reflectarray cells, since the greatest contribution to the reflection coefficient at the resonance is given by the region under the metallization/s, in which the permittivity tensor has practically only longitudinal variation. Numerical analysis based on the approach described in [17] was used to estimate the maximum phase error obtained if the transversal inhomogeneity is not considered in the model of single resonant cells, which is around 40 for an extreme case studied. This latter arrangement was for a dipole centered in a cell whose period is much greater than the dipole size, and with a thin LC layer to produce that the gradient of the phase curve around resonance is very steep [16] [17] [18] . However, if the period of the unit cell is reduced and made similar close to the dipole size, the effect of not considering the transversal inhomogeneity will decrease to a maximum phase error of 15 or will even be negligible 1 if the cell exhibits a smooth phase curve. This can be extended to multiresonant cells, as shown in Fig. 3 (as pointed out in [8] ), since the parallel dipoles behave as three independent resonators, or even to other conductor shapes. Thus, reflectarray element geometries with small unit cell periods are insensitive to the effect of the transversal inhomogeneity.
Note that although a maximum error of 40 is obtained for the case studied, the average error for all the states (which is the most important parameter at antenna level) would be around 20 , which can be used in most applications. However, if a very small phase error is required and the cell structure provides a relatively large effect due to the transversal inhomogeneity, this latter can be suppressed by depositing a thin conductive layer (ITO, PDOT) across the surface of the entire cell [15] , similar as in LC Displays.
Assuming that the inhomogeneity in the transverse directions is negligible, two strategies to model the intermediate states and extract the voltage versus reflection phase response of the cells are presented below. The first one is based on rigorous modeling of the LC, taking into account the inhomogeneity of a stratified anisotropic media along , whereas the second model uses an effective homogeneous tensor for each voltage.
A. Extraction by Using Stratified Media
Once the inhomogeneous permittivity is obtained, an electromagnetic analysis of the cell must be carried out. This analysis is quite simple at the two extreme states ( and ) but is more complicated at the intermediate states because of the inhomogeneity along (see Fig. 2 ).
The modeling of the dielectric inhomogeneity makes it necessary to segment the LC layer into an unknown number of layers in the -direction. Once the segmentation is done, numerical methods that use volume decomposition (FEM and FDTD) can be used with an appropriate formulation that considers anisotropic media and periodic boundary conditions, although the most appropriate method to solve planar periodic cells is the method of moments (MoM) [19] .
A software tool that implements the SD-MoM based on a multilayered anisotropic Green's function [20] [21] [22] has been written and is used to electromagnetically solve the structure shown in Fig. 3 , with the LC modeled as an anisotropic stratified media. Entire-domain sinusoidal basis functions have been used to describe the currents on the dipoles, and a surface impedance has been used to consider the conductive losses [19] of the metallic dipoles and ground plane. Fig. 4(c) , in addition to the structural data (according to Fig. 3 ). The solution of elastic problem associated with the reflectarray cell under study is represented in Fig. 2 (Section II), which, in turn, considers the effects of the orienting layers used in the manufacturing process on the pre-tilt angle. SE-150 polyimide films (nominal pre-tilt given by the manufacturer, 4 ) were used as orienting layers to impose the same boundary conditions on the surfaces 4 . Note that the rubbings were made in the directions (upper plate) and (bottom plate) in order to obtain the same pre-tilt (4 ) on both surfaces. Note also that the material was rubbed in the direction that corresponds with the direction of the incident electric field so that the best electrical performance in the cell of Fig. 3 is obtained (phase-range and losses) . If a different direction is chosen, the director would vary in a plane whose normal vector is orthogonal to and (different from ), and the resulting tensors (1) would reduce slightly the performance.
The simulated and measured phase states correspond to the rms biasing voltages (sinusoidal signal of 1 kHz with no dc offset), 0 3.5 5 7 14 V . The frequency of the sinusoidal bias signal has been chosen to be greater than 200 Hz in order to reduce as much as possible the effects of the electrohydrodynamic instabilities [9] . This frequency also avoids the occurrence of undesired ac modulation. The amplitude has been only represented for three voltages (3.5, 5, and 7 V) to simplify Fig. 3 the graphical representation. However, further validation with more voltage states will be presented in Section IV. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , the maximum phase error between simulations and measurements is small at each voltage so that the intermediate states are well modeled using the inhomogeneous tensors . The maximum phase difference between measurements and simulations in the band from 96 to 104 GHz is represented in Fig. 5 as a function of the voltage (black curve). Different sources of errors have been evaluated. Assuming reasonable convergence criteria, the numerical error in the method to calculate has been evaluated and is smaller than 0.7 , whereas the error produced by the convergence of MoM (number of layer and meshing accuracy) is smaller than 0.5 . Therefore, the errors can mostly be attributed to the manufacturing tolerances.
In the simulations of the curves represented in Fig. 4 , segmentation of the tensors into a number of layers , which is the number of layers of the stratified medium, has been considered at each voltage. The segmentation process has been defined at each voltage (V) by using the tilt angles shown in Fig. 2, . The process is initiated by selecting the center of the cell and by taking the parameter to obtain the angular range that defines a layer. Then, the ordinate axis is divided into constant intervals of , and the points at the abscissa axis will provide the interfaces that define the layers. The permittivity tensor in each layer is calculated by using the angular value at its center [ Fig. 6(a) ]. Note that the thicknesses of the resulting layers, which are symmetric with respect to the center of the cell, depend on the corresponding angular curve and so that they will not be constant. Note also that generally the last two layers do not have the same angular increment as the others, although the angular variation of these is in the range defined by . The value of should be chosen to be small because it is useful to model certain homogeneous regions in the curves , which are usually produced at the higher voltage states (see Fig. 2 ). However, , which is related with the number of layers , generally depends on the cell geometry, the voltage state, and the required accuracy to calculate the reflection coefficient so that if the chosen value of is not small enough to calculate the reflection coefficient with good accuracy (mainly in the phase), its value should be reduced. Therefore, an iterative convergence analysis must be made in which the phase accuracy is calculated at several values of . In this process, the accuracy can be evaluated by calculating the error resulting from the phase provided by the corresponding segmentation and a phase reference. This latter is calculated by using a large number of layers and the same segmentation, and whose error is considered to be zero. This evaluation must be repeated at several values of until a certain phase error threshold ( ) is achieved. Using these considerations, a convergence analysis has been made prior to obtain the curves of Fig. 4 ; the results are plotted in the Fig. 6(b) . In this figure, the maximum phase error (from 96 to 104 GHz) as a function of the number of segmentation layers, , is represented at several voltages for the cell considered, using a reference phase associated with 100 layers. The value of and its correspondence with the number of layer is also plotted. The results show that more than 80 layers should be used to obtain 2 phase error, whereas a value of is adequate to obtain convergence for practically all voltages with around M 2 . This value was selected to obtain the curves represented in Fig. 4 . Fig. 6 (b) also shows that convergence is achieved with a different number of layers for each voltage. Segmenting the LC into a larger number of layers is required when the voltage increases, thus indicating that the rising and falling regions of must be modeled with a large number of layers.
Note that since the cells will be part of a complete antenna (as explained in Section IV), the convergence analysis should be done at each cell of the reflectarray. However, this process is computationally intensive so that the result presented in Fig. 6(b) could be reasonably generalized to all the elements that form the antenna.
It should be also mentioned that the value of depends on the application, the antenna configuration, and the radiation pattern to be configured. In a dual reflector configuration in which the LC-reflectarray acts as a subreflector to obtain beam-scanning in one dimension, the phase errors on the reflectarray surface (as a consequence of the tolerances, the effect of the LC, etc.) become periodic because the required phase-shift is progressive. This produces a specular beam [23] , which, in turn, is amplified by the main reflector producing undesired sidelobes if the phase errors are above 20 . In a single-offset configuration, phase errors above 25 affect the sidelobes and the cross-polar levels of a shaped beam [24] , whereas that a value of 30 is usually tolerable to generate a collimated beam. However, even in the best case, it is necessary to use at least 20 layers to model the LC [see Fig. 6(b) ], making the electromagnetic simulations and the extraction of the voltage dependence of the cells computationally inefficient. If numerical methods of volume decomposition are used, the problem is particularly inefficient, especially if the number of layers is relatively large due to the meshing necessary to describe the very thin layers resulting after the segmentation. In the case of SD-MoM, convergence problems appear in respect to the number of Floquet's harmonics and basis functions needed to obtain an accurate solution, which rises with the number of layers, especially if these are thin, thus increasing the computation time. As an example, the computation of the reflection coefficient at a certain angle of incidence, with the LC segmented into 20 layers for the voltage 7 Vrms, requires a computation time (32 bits Intel Core Duo 2.66 GHz processor and 4 GB RAM) of 14 s/freq using SD-MoM and 992 s/freq using the finite integration technique (FIT). CST [25] was used to evaluate this case.
B. Extraction by Using an Effective Homogeneous Tensor
To reduce the computational time needed to analyze the stratified media, the use of an effective homogeneous tensor, , is proposed. To properly define the effective permittivity tensor of a reflectarray cell, it is necessary to analyze the cells first by using very accurate modeling, and then using the calculated electrical parameters to extract the homogeneous permittivity. Note the use of an effective homogeneous tensor is appropriate for the structure shown in Fig. 3 , because it can be demonstrated that each one of the possible values of the homogeneous director, , is able to represent the phase in the entire band at a certain state of voltage. Otherwise, these tensors could not be defined. This can be seen in Fig. 7 , in which the phase of the cell shown in Fig. 4 is plotted at 100 GHz as a function of the angular parameter, , which represents all the possible homogeneous directors . Therefore, one possibility to obtain an accurate effective permittivity at a certain voltage and frequency consists of sweeping the value of until the phase error is low enough compared with that provided by accurate modeling, thus obtaining and . Although this strategy provides models from which the electromagnetic behavior of the cells can be predicted with very small error, it would require the previous calculation by using an accurate approach, so that this procedure is not an alternative, but is an additional step to the stratified media modeling. To obtain an efficient alternative that does not require the use of an accurate approach (3D model, stratified media), the use of an effective tensor resulting from a spatial average is proposed.
For cells fulfilling , this tensor is defined from the average tilt angle at each voltage, , which can be obtained by: (6) Once and have been calculated, the effective tensor at each voltage and frequency can be easily deduced by using (1).
Equation (6) is an approach that allows improvements to the efficiency of the calculation of the voltage dependence of the cells but at the expense of assuming errors, since the effect of the inhomogeneity tensor on the RF electric field is only averaged. Therefore, these errors must be evaluated.
Note that since the phase curve with respect to the angular value is smooth (Fig. 7) , the errors of assuming the approach (6) are expected to be small. The errors will be worse as the electric field becomes less uniform in the cell, which is produced at the intermediate states (see Fig. 2 ). At the states near the saturation, uniformity is produced practically throughout the entire volume, similarly to the extreme states. Thus, since the phase variation is low at angular values greater than 70 (see Fig. 7 ), it is expected that the maximum error in the modeling occurs at the states for which 40 70 . It should be mentioned that several functions, , have been checked to transform the angular distribution into , and the one that provides the lowest phase error with respect to the stratified media results for several cases is the average (6) . The function must increase with and also satisfy the condition that the transformed angles at the repose and at infinite voltage are the pre-tilted, and 90 , respectively. Fig. 4 shows the amplitude and phase of the reflection coefficient as a function of frequency calculated using the effective homogeneous tensors, , associated with the same bias voltages that were previously considered in Section III-A. These tensors correspond to the average angles: 4 27 47 62 81 . Note that the tensors associated with the angles, 4 and 81 , provide practically the same phase state as those for the angle 0 and 90 , which were used in [8] assuming zero pre-tilt angles and an infinite voltage for the maximum biasing state, respectively, as an approximations. Thus, the rms voltage around 14 V could be considered as the saturation voltage for the LC-based cell. However, a slight reduction of the phase range is produced as a consequence of the pre-tilt angle ( 4 4 at ), which besides affecting the curves in Fig. 2 , also affects the phase range so that this latter decreases as the pre-tilt is higher. Thus, the use of polyimide films that provide pre-tilt angles between 1 and 4 is recommendable.
As can be seen in Fig. 4 , the measured amplitude and phase curves fit well between both, the rigorous model represented by and the model that uses the effective tensors , although some errors are obtained as expected. Fig. 5 shows the maximum phase difference between the two numerical models (green curve) for various voltage states in the band from 96 to 104 GHz, whereas that Fig. 7 shows this error represented at several values of the angular parameter, , at 100 GHz. In this case, the values 4 27 44 56 77 were extracted from the simulations of the stratified media approach by using the procedure described in the beginning of the Section III-B.
As is noted, the effective tensors describe very well the phase response for the lower and higher voltage states, for which phase differences of around 5 -10 are obtained. However, the phase difference increases up 32 at the voltages between 8 and 10 V. Note that although the phase difference increases up 32 , the average error of all the states is around 15 , which is acceptable. For applications requiring more accuracy, the stratified media modeling becomes necessary.
The phase errors due to the approach (6) depends on the cell structure, since it further determines the RF electric field distribution in the cell, and therefore its phase variation. Although it is expected that these errors are assumable in most cell topologies, especially if the phase curve is smooth, the convenience of using (6) should be evaluated for other cells.
The evaluation may be carried out by selecting a value of the angle, , for which the error is estimated to be maximal 40 70 , and then find the curve in Fig. 2 for which the spatial average, , matches with the selected angle. This curve must be used to evaluate the phase using the stratified media approach and the average error. If this latter is assumable, the approach given by (6) can be used in the design procedure of the antenna (Section IV). This provides an efficient alternative because the effective tensors reduces the problems to that of one layer, thus improving the simulation time at each voltage with respect to the inhomogeneous modeling. Using the example considered above to evaluate the computational efficiency, it has been shown that the time to analyze the cell considered in the paper ( 7 Vrms and 20 layers) is reduced by a factor of 11 for SD-MoM, and 17 for FIT. 45 , 90 and 30 , 90 respectively. The approach used to calculate these curves is , whereas the measurements were done in a periodical environment [8] , as aforementioned. As can be seen, the voltage dependence of the cell can be well predicted. It should be mentioned that the RF design of a complete reflectarray antenna based on LC can be divided into two steps: the design of the antenna geometry to obtain a certain electrical performance, and the design of a certain radiation pattern. The first step is described in [8] , which uses only the extreme states and the concept of isotropic effective permittivity to obtain good computational efficiency in the design procedure. Once the design data of all the cells are obtained (sizes of conductor elements, LC and superstrate thicknesses, and superstrate permittivity), the next step consists of designing the required radiation pattern, for which the voltage dependence of the reflection coefficient must be known. The most important contribution of the two techniques proposed in this paper is that the phase-voltage curves for a given reflectarray cell can be obtained through simulations and not from measurements. Thus, the voltage dependence can be calculated at each cell taking into account the corresponding dimensions, angle of incidence and frequency (note that the conductive elements can be different in each cell even though the antenna is reconfigurable). It should be pointed out that although the modeling of the intermediate states described here can be used directly in the design procedure of the cells in order to obtain more refined designs, the procedure that considers only the extreme states provides good results to design the cells. Thus, the high computational cost that results from the simulation of the intermediate states is assumed in an analysis process, but not in a design procedure.
Once the data acquisition has been done, it should be stored in a lookup table from which the corresponding voltage to be applied at each cell is determined each time a required radiation pattern (determined by the phase-shift distribution on the reflectarray) must be configured.
V. CONCLUSION
Two strategies to model the LC for each biasing voltage in reflectarray cells, and therefore to predict the voltage dependent reflection amplitude and phase have been presented, thus providing useful tools for practical implementations. The most rigorous approach models the LC as a stratified media along to represent the inhomogeneous tensor, which is obtained by solving the elastic problem associated with biasing of the LC. This method permits a lower level of error to be obtained in the computation of the reflection coefficient of the reflectarray cells, but at the expense of very high computational times and convergence issues, since a large number of layers are needed (at least 20). The second method is based on an effective homogeneous tensor that is able to model the inhomogeneity of the LC layer, which can be calculated using the average tilt angle along the cell. This latter approach allows the reflectarray cell to be modeled at each voltage state, is computationally more stable and gives a relatively small phase-error. 
